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Love, jeans and Jealousy 

Teaching materials 

 

Exercise 1 - Coming here or going there?  

Look at these verbs. Put them in pairs in the table below.  

Learn, Send, Teach, Buy, Borrow, Lend, Get, Sell, Receive, Give  

____Give___ → → → → → → ______Get________  

___________ → → → → → → _________________  

___________ → → → → → → _________________  

___________ → → → → → → _________________  

___________ → → → → → → _________________  

Now use the verbs to complete these sentences.  

a) I've left my wallet at home. Can you ________ me some money please?  

b) My sister is very good at languages and she is ________ing me English.  

c) I just ________ an sms from John.  

d) I'm going to the post office. I need to ________ a package to Scotland.  

e) I have all my Christmas presents, but I still don't know what to ________ my father.  

f) You always make the same mistakes. When will you ________ ?  

Exercise 2 - This or these?  

Put either this or these in front of these items of clothing so that it is clear if they are singular or  

plural. _______ trousers _______ skirt _______ dress _______ sunglasses  

_______ t-shirt _______ socks _______ hat _______ gloves  

 

A Game – In the clothes shop  

 

In pairs, Person A is a shop assistant and offers the clothes in exercise 2 to Person B. Person B has  

to find a problem with each item of clothing using the phrases 'Too …..... ' and 'Not …..... enough'  
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For example:  

Person A – Why don't you try on these trousers?  

Person B – No thank you. They are too small. (Or 'they are not big enough'.)  

 

Exercise 3 – Feelings  

Look at the sentences and say how somebody who says them is probably feeling (there may be  

more than one logical answer.)  

 Angry In love Scared Sad Happy  

i) Don't go downstairs. I think I heard something. 

ii) Why do these things always happen to me?  

iii) You have very beautiful eyes.  

iv) I can't believe it. That's absolutely amazing.  

v) I can't believe it. Why did he do that?  

 

Exercise 4 – Accepting and Rejecting offers  

Making an offer   Accepting an offer   Rejecting an offer  

Why don't we …....   Sure …..............   I don't feel like it …....  

Let's …...................   That's a great idea.   I'd rather not ….....  

We could …...........   Why not? ….........   Maybe another time …...  

 

Make two small teams, 'Team A' and 'Team B'. Team A should first think of a list of possible joint  

activities to offer team B. Team B should sometimes accept the offers and sometimes reject them.  

But always give a reason why they are accepting or rejecting. E.g.  

 

Team A – Why don't we go to the shops.  

Team B – Maybe another time. I don't have much money at the moment. 

 


